


Is it “aay-romantic” or “arrow-mantic”? What if she hears “I’m 
a romantic” instead of “I’m aromantic”? What if she says “isn’t that 
just friendship” or “that can’t be real” or, worst of all, “I’m looking for 
something more”?

Hallo, Aro is a series of flash fiction stories about allosexual aromantic 
characters navigating friendship, sexual attraction, aromanticism and 
the weight of amatonormative expectation.
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Readers should expect sex references in various degrees of explicitness, 
depictions of antagonism and hatred targeted at allosexual aromantics, 
and sundry depictions of amatonormativity. This series is written for 
people on the aromantic spectrum who experience sexual attraction, 
desire sexual relationships and do not experience sexual repulsion.

The short story Loveless is set between The Eagle Court stories A 
Prince of the Dead and The King of Gears and Bone, and contains 
additional references to death, war and violence, abuse, cissexism, 
heterosexism, ableism and suicidal ideation.

The short story Antagonist details the ways cissexism, in cis women’s 
targeting of trans people perceived as masculine or predatory, intersects 
with allo-aro antagonism and sex negativity.

content advisory

https://aroworlds.com/2019/08/13/hallo-aro-loveless-k-a-cook/
https://aroworlds.com/marchverse/the-eagle-court/
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Ze doesn’t feel the want when they’re together.
Saturday afternoons at the cafe comprise exhalations on demanding 

bosses, unfair assignments, games of Dungeons and Dragons, criticisms 
of fictional love triangles. It sneaks up on hir after, alone in bed, when 
ze remembers how she smacks the table when excited or the loose curls 
framing her bright face. Curiosities, then, plague hir: how soft will her 
stubbled jaw feel against hir skin? Will she laugh as deeply and warmly 
in private as she does in public? What if, next time, ze asks…?

She isn’t seeing anyone. Ze knows that she has few limits on her 
attraction, a shape of pansexuality that encompasses hir genderlessness. 
Sometimes, when her sable eyes linger on hir face, ze wonders.

What if ze asks…?
She speaks, on those Saturday afternoons, of old paramours, of her 

affection for kisses and hand-clasped walks under moonlight. She needs 
to be loved and feel loved, and her words encapsulate that desire in the 
usual, natural assumption. Romance.

Ze wants what they have now with one addition: a bed, its twisted 
sheets dangling over the floor, socks and jeans lying in discarded 
mounds. Skin brushing skin, a closeness in any way they care to come 
together, a closeness void of the fear that their intimacy will turn into 
something ze doesn’t feel or understand.

What if ze asks…?

unspoken
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Explanations, then: hir intent and desire shaped by plain words so 
that, this time, none will mistake hir. Say the word, aromantic, with 
hopeful explanations. Say the words, friends with benefits, with laughter 
after so she knows it isn’t quite truth, but ze owns no common phrase 
to express what ze yearns for. Say the words, I don’t experience romantic 
attraction, with hir fingers crossed under the table. Say the word, 
queerplatonic, with a heart-pounding hope that she’ll still see the person 
with whom she shares, each Saturday, a chocolate-chip muffin and an 
apple cake.

Say the words. Is it aay-romantic or arrow-mantic? What if she hears 
I’m a romantic instead of I’m aromantic? What if she says isn’t that just 
friendship or that can’t be real or, worst of all, I’m looking for something 
more?

Hir fingers dance over keys without hesitation, setting that dangerous 
word free into cyberspace. Online, ze is bold and defiant, hir pride 
cloaked in green, the word unquestioned. It’s hirs when framed as black 
sans-serif characters on a white background.

The word hasn’t touched hir lips and tongue. Ze hasn’t gleaned it in 
any form of communication not delivered by text on a backlit screen.

What if ze asks…?
Saturdays shine bright in the week’s crown, those afternoons spent 

with the friend of hir heart. Yet ze thinks of magazine articles and 
breakfast morning shows: psychologists and relationship coaches telling 
disappointed lovers to drop the partner who can’t give the something 
more of a romantic union. Romance, somehow, means maturity and 
togetherness, its lack a fault to be rectified or discarded.

Why should she feel any different, when ze isn’t sure that ze does?
What if ze asks … and ze loses her?
Alone in hir bed, wanting, ze wonders how many more Saturdays 

will pass until ze finds the courage to say the word.
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The first man is dark-eyed and pretty, given to lyrical outpourings 
and an undoubting mastery of story. You meet him on the road, and, as 
his direction parallels yours for a time, you stop at the same campsites, 
sing the same songs and share the same swag. The mouth that threads 
words together like glistening beads on a string holds the power to 
loosen your limbs and warm your thighs, and how can you refuse 
someone so gifted? Why should you? 

He nestles beside you at night, raising his lips from your skin to 
whisper endearments and promises witnessed by gods dead and living. 
When your breaths quicken in response, he reads it, in his confidence, 
as passion.

You make no pledge to him. You speak no lie before leaving him. 
His stare bores holes into your spine when your roads part. That 

mouth, proud and poetical, shouts words so barbed it feels they must 
flay your skin from bone.

As the road twines through the hills, that man and his loving cruelties 
fade into the distance, almost forgotten.

The second person speaks more with hands than tongue, hir curved 
nose and high cheekbones shrouded by hanging curls. Ze sits distant 
from the revelries of merchant travellers and wandering bards on the 
other side of the camp, leaving you with a teasing glimpse through the 
haze of fire and smoke. You don’t think. You just cross and sit beside 

leaving
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hir, waiting for hir smile, yearning to know what noise shyness makes 
when ze loses hir inhibitions. 

In the nights that follow, ze allows you under hir blankets and inside 
hir skin. In hir passionate wordlessness you think, this time, that you’ve 
found understanding.

Hir gasping tears, when you tell hir that you mean to travel the rest 
of your road alone, prove you wrong. Don’t you love hir? Why did you 
come to hir if not from love?

Curiosity seems such a wretched thing when it leaves gushing 
wounds in your wake.

The third woman possesses lush curves and beaming lips. She 
walks up to you one night, a staff in one hand and a sword at her hip. 
She winks, her black-brown eyes flickering down your body without 
hesitation or reserve, and she smiles when you say yes, her expression 
rich and warm.

Now you know to anticipate assumptions, so you stop and explain. 
Just tonight, just the road, just the feeling with no expectations for 
anything else after. Just the sex. Nothing else.

She laughs and nods, for she’s a mercenary and why do you think 
she wishes anything but distraction? It’s good between you after that: 
frenetic and rough as though you’re both trying to prove to the other 
that it isn’t love, yet wondrously uncomplicated. You revel in the week 
of nights that follow, bold and unfearful. This is all you ever wanted: 
temporary liberation in another’s body.

Betrayal comes when she asks you to ride with her; her lips form 
hard, brittle lines when you refuse. She wields edged words honed on 
the belief that good people should grow, naturally, beyond the casual 
to the romantic, and again you witness passion turn to hatred for what 
you can’t return. There’s no logic in her rage, just the lie she told herself, 
but you still turn away, weeping, from the names hurled at your back.

Your feet now waver, but there’s nowhere but the journey for you. 
Home and village hold the same stifling expectations of hearth and 
marriage, and you can’t lie well enough to oblige your kin. You grieve 
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each time you walk away from campfire lovers, but it’s harder still to 
flee demanding neighbours.

Slut, you suppose, for you know not what else to call yourself.
The next man sits thick and slab-muscled, his eyes flickering towards 

you, his brow raised in question. Large hands gently stroke the ears 
of the dog on his lap. He isn’t pretty, but a deep emptiness inside you 
craves softness, a need that draws your wondering eyes to his fingers. 
A need rendered brittle and ugly by despair, but you round the fire to 
speak, knowing how this must end.

I like sex, but I don’t want any kind of relationship. I won’t want one, 
no matter how good or kind you are. I won’t.

He nods and pats the ground beside him. Aromantic, then? Same.
You lie that night curled against his back, his dog’s head heavy on 

your legs, a newfound word calm in your mind.
For the first time, you find someone else walking the same road.
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Dusk cools the day before Elisa gathers courage enough to creep 
from the cave in search of Azhra. The dragon’s emerald-scaled bulk is 
but a silhouette from behind, perhaps a granite tor concealed by night. 
Only when Elisa reaches the fire does she see detail: flame-burnished 
legs, shining claws, ribbons of steam escaping cup-sized nostrils. Closed 
lips hide wicked teeth, but the immensity of body both shadowed and 
illumined, along with a gleaming copper eye the size of Elisa’s hand, 
leaves most strangers trembling.

“You don’t need to hide.” Azhra speaks in hir “soft” voice, the 
vibrations rumbling through the leather soles of Elisa’s boots. “Suzette 
left this morning for the Straits. You’re safe here, again.”

Elisa nods, exhales and curls up in the crook of Azhra’s bent tail, her 
knees tucked under her skirts. Sitting behind the dragon’s head gives her 
blood-breath headaches; sitting by hir flanks leaves her sweltering from 
the heat. Azhra shifts closer and Elisa runs her fingers over the smooth, 
nail-sized scales, unable to avoid dwelling on Mother’s latest letter. 
Another demand to return home? Another promise of disownment? 
She’s almost worse than Suzette! “I’m sorry. For … this, all the time. I 
don’t seem to learn.”

Azhra’s laugh shakes the earth and rains red sparks over the camp. 

friendship
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Elisa watches for fear she missed any litter in her daily examinations 
of the earth around Azhra’s cave, but when no surprise conflagration 
occurs, she sighs. “Do I want to know why it’s funny?”

“Humans.” Azhra’s snort shrouds both dragon and handmaiden 
in a puff of meat-tinged smoke. “Only you apologise for a sensible 
arrangement.”

Many young nobles spend a few months or years in service to Tierre’s 
dragons; long tradition became a way for scions of diverse families, 
nationalities and allegiances to meet outside doctrinal disagreements 
and historical hatreds. Elisa’s mother, the duchess of Ajille, used words 
like “broadening horizons”, “meeting future consorts” and, when she 
thought Elisa couldn’t hear, “something not the bloody goose girl”. 

Elisa, to Mother’s despair, found both a position and an abundance of 
companions. Princesses offering an intoxicating selection of long lashes 
and soft lips alongside a thrilling willingness to explore partnerships 
discouraged at home. Princesses speaking of the politics involved in 
wedding a duchess’s daughter, gifting a bouquet or pendant necklace 
with the warm smiles Elisa once coveted. Princesses blinking in startled 
horror at Elisa’s stammering refusal. Princesses leaving Tierre to find a 
lover who won’t panic at the thought of marriage.

Perfection, to Elisa, is someone who’ll sit by the fire and sing bawdy 
sailors’ songs, trading the best recipes for burn salves and camp stew. 
Perfection is a friend who shares Elisa’s bed at night and serves a dragon 
by day. Some princesses understand, but too many see their time in 
Tierre as Mother does. Even those who become friends still leave in 
search of a ring and a contract, needing such formalities to cement a 
type of union Elisa doesn’t desire.

They don’t speak in so many words, but Elisa hears it nonetheless: 
this life isn’t enough for me.

For her, it is.
She sighs and reaches inside her soot-stained bodice, removing the 

letter. A scarlet ribbon and a cobalt seal fasten the cream envelope, 
elegance disguising the anger within. “I … I don’t want to learn, not 
really.” Elisa traces the raised wax lines with her fingertips: thorned 
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roses entwined through a ring. “I know I should, but I don’t. I just wish 
… that they’d love me as I am.”

Elisa will never own a dress free of scorch marks. On bad days, she 
risks burns and hair loss. In Tierre, though, she wants for little. Azhra is 
no hard taskmaster, and she can bed any princess in a comfortable cave 
owned by a dragon who never forgets to roar and wait a few moments 
before entering. No, Elisa didn’t expect to spend her days cataloguing a 
dragon’s collection, but what else is a classical education good for?

She fears speaking it, but she likes days spent with Azhra, likes 
nights spent with princesses, likes this unconventional life far from a 
home that never suited her. If freed of navigating her lovers’ romantic 
expectations and desires, what more can Elisa want but caves, treasure, 
dragons and handmaidens?

The gust of smoke accompanying Azhra’s snort, this time, makes 
Elisa double over in a hacking cough.

“Azhra!”
“I’m sorry. You humans have such strange ideas about love.” Azhra 

curls hir tail about Elisa’s waist, hir voice dropping, for a dragon, near 
a whisper. “I like how you sort my vases. I like that you sit with me. 
I like that you teach me folk songs and elfish fairy tales. I hope you 
find a human that cherishes the way you love, for your happiness, but 
I also hope that you’ll stay when you do.” Ze exhales, a rush of roast-
scented air heating the tepid night. “Aren’t we friends, child? Isn’t this 
also love?”

Elisa stares down at the letter. 
Tears, unobscured by darkness or smoke to a dragon’s eye, drip down 

her chin to splash on the paper.
“I, I learnt the songs from a soldier. She was plump and freckled 

and so, so pretty.” Elisa’s smile wobbles as she rests a splayed brown 
hand on Azhra’s warm green hide. She doesn’t have the human partner 
she wants. She does have a dragon who understands. “Friends, always. 
Thank you.” She sniffs, swallows. “If I find a girl, she must stay here, 
too. I want to. The last handmaid sorted your library by page length!”
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Azhra’s near eye, like a full moon against the stars of hir scales, glitters 
in the firelight. “Child, let me handle that note.”

Elisa strokes Mother’s seal once more, nods and tosses the unread 
letter into the air.

The resulting blast of fire sends Elisa dashing into the cave to check 
her eyebrows, but Azhra leaves nothing more of that cursed paper than 
drifting ash.
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Monday starts with Gina from Marketing. She plonks herself on the 
edge of Piper’s desk and wreathes him in nose-stinging perfume before 
delivering a new entry in the long-running drama of her husband and 
father-in law. 

It takes several reminders that the new website won’t design itself 
before Gina stands and pats Piper, engaged in the passive-aggressive 
twiddling of a mini pride flag, on the arm. “You’re so lucky, being aro! 
I wish I didn’t have to deal with partners!”

Why do they always say it like that? Piper shoves the emerald, green, 
white, grey and black flag inside his yellow coffee mug before texting 
a single number—one—to his housemate. Only then does he sigh and 
turn to the nightmare of Head Office picking Calibri as their header 
type.

So soon? Akira texts back. Fuck. 
Piper knows then it’s going to be one of those days.
Lunch sees him sitting with Bruce from Distribution—all muscle 

and leg, nice to look at, terrible to talk to. Piper eats and twists a white 
spinner ring on his right hand, subjected to a monologue on swiping, 
bars, ghosting and the dearth of good men. Only then does Bruce 
blink, boom a laugh and slap Piper over the shoulder: “Least you don’t 
have this, right? You’ve got it easy, mate!”

lucky
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Piper forces a smile and beats a hasty retreat to his computer, where 
he can safely send a second message.

Two.
After lunch, a second excessively-polite email with Head Office has 

him hopeful that he’s persuaded the ignorant. Piper stands, rolls his 
shoulders back and walks to the kitchenette, green arrow-printed mug 
in hand. He stands in front of the sink while the kettle boils, snickering 
when Akira texts in his first comment of the day. 

“Piper! My girlfriend wants to go base jumping!” Sonja bursts into 
the room with a tuna-scented clip container; Piper almost knocks his 
mug off the counter. “How can she risk her life like that? Doesn’t she 
care about me?”

“Um,” Piper says. Why do alloromantics keep forcing these 
conversations on him? Is it meant to make him feel included? Or 
is it because they think he can’t interrupt with his own relationship 
problems? “I suppose it must bother you that she’s not listening to your 
… uh, fears? Maybe?”

Sonja blocks the kitchenette doorway and delivers fifteen minutes 
of frustration on her girlfriend’s choosing a rock-climbing competition 
over their anniversary before sighing. “I wish I didn’t want her, Piper! 
It’d be so much easier to not have a girlfriend! Like you!”

Piper waits until he returns to his desk and an email containing 
Head Office’s firm insistence on Calibri before messaging Akira.

Three.
Finally, after an hour of swearing at Photoshop, he sends the new 

header image back to Head Office for approval, gathers his coat and 
prays for a peaceful journey home. Instead, Miguel waits at the bus 
stop, offering up a tangled tale about his daughters, an expensive dolls’ 
house and the misadventures of the family dog resulting in vet bills and 
panicked children. “But,” he concludes cheerfully as they both get on 
the bus, “you needn’t mind it, do you? You’ve just you to worry about. 
No spouse, no children. Lucky!”

Piper twists the ring on his finger and, when Miguel gets off three 
stops before Piper, sends one last text message.
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Four.
It’s a dizzying relief to walk down the street and up the drive to the 

one place free of alloromantic ridiculousness.
“Four!” Akira, all dark eyes and broad grin, lies sprawled across the 

lounge couch, a remote in one hand and a mug in the other. “Dude, 
you got four! Do you even know how to wash a dish anymore?” He sets 
the mug on the coffee table and holds out his free hand, adorned by a 
plain white band. “See, wrinkles! I’m getting bloody wrinkles from all 
the dishes I’m doing because you keep winning!”

Piper throws his coat on the kitchen table and flops down on the 
free end of the couch, pretending to examine Akira’s hand. “I don’t see 
any wrinkles, just a whole lot of whining. Get rubber gloves?”

“Arsehole.” Akira sits up and shoves him on the shoulder. “Want to 
do the chicken shop so my poor hands get a night off?”

Piper pretends to consider: Akira does keep ending up with the 
dishes.

The game came from a drunken conversation between two aro guys 
tired of the inevitable comments made by folks who think they’re being 
supportive. Lucky, even though Piper has lost count of how many times 
people tell him he can’t not fall in love. Easier, even though he lives and 
works in a world that turns on an axis of romance. Better, even though 
mentioning his relationship with Akira to Piper’s colleagues means his 
aromanticism will be dismissed and ignored.

The same old words, the same tedious amatonormativity.
It’s a little more fun this way.
“I suppose. Want to fuck me after?”
Akira snorts, grins and reaches for his phone. “Fuck yeah, but you 

know what they’d be saying if they heard that?”
Piper laughs. “Half of them will be all ‘that sounds so easy’ with that 

wistful voice and the other half will be all ‘that’s actually just romance’. 
Fuck.” He slides the spinner ring from his finger and drops it on the 
coffee table. “I almost want to tell Distro Bruce I’ve got a man who 
buys me chicken, does the dishes and fucks me whenever, just for his 
stare…”
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Akira, snickering, messages their standing order; Piper leans against 
his shoulder.

Lucky.
He is, in many ways. It’s a privilege to be out at work. He has a man 

who cares about him. He doesn’t need to wade through feelings he can’t 
rationalise or reciprocate. He no longer struggles through the hell of 
dating as an unknowing aromantic.

Lucky.
He would be, completely, if the world outside better understood 

him.
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The new girl isn’t a princess.
Plump, dimpled and bucktoothed, Nakia struts about the camp in 

red jodhpurs, a green vest worn over a floral-print shirt and a sun-faded 
cap tugged tight over her shaven head, here to carry out a census of 
Tierre’s dragons and their hoards.

Azhra, cautious of strangers rummaging through hir collection, sets 
Elisa to watch as Nakia sketches antique vases and takes coin rubbings. 
She flaps her hands when excited and shouts when discovering a new 
book or chest of gemstones, her high voice echoing through the cave. 
Dates, names of eras and explanations on historical movements spill 
from Nakia’s lips; every discovery provokes a glorious enthusiasm. How 
does Elisa not yearn for a girl who fearlessly gifts her passion to the 
world?

The usual lines sit, flat and unspoken, on Elisa’s tongue. Yes, she can 
seduce Nakia like any other girl, but what then? Partners leave, but the 
pain is only the difficulty of a broken relationship, a girl who expects 
something Elisa can’t give. When princesses and goose girls alike don’t 
stay with a dragon’s handmaiden, Elisa never feels the need to risk her 
heart.

Nakia, though, makes Elisa a coward. A silent coward left dizzy 
during the day and sleepless at night, tangled and bound in desire and 
fear.

attraction
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It feels like … romance. Isn’t that what books name this depth of 
yearning?

“I wish,” Azhra says one morning, “you would stop brushing the 
same spot on my quarters and tell me what’s burdening your mind.”

In daylight, Azhra seems both less and more monstrous. Less because 
the dragon’s emerald hide shimmers in the sun, bold against the browns 
and greys of the rocky mountainside. More because one can no longer 
pretend that Azhra’s mouth and gullet won’t consume Elisa in a single, 
unchewed gulp.

Elisa sighs. “I want a girl. Want her like I can’t bear to think on 
what happens if she doesn’t…” She looks down, pretending to check a 
misshapen scale for mites. “If you really want someone like this, that’s 
romance? Isn’t it?”

Azhra’s snort wreathes the camp in smoke. “You’re worried if 
attraction is romantic?”

In Elisa’s opinion, one should avoid converse with a dragon so soon 
after hir breakfast; at least Azhra is obliging enough to face downwind.

“I can’t go and be in love with a girl!” Elisa works the brush near 
Azhra’s tail, pressing hard. “But I want her. It’ll break my heart if—see, 
isn’t that romantic?”

“Humans! Have you never thought that what you consider romance 
is … arbitrary? Cultural? And bound to a particular way of thinking 
and behaving?” Ze snorts again; Elisa coughs. No handmaiden ever 
becomes used to a dragon’s morning blood-breath. “Shouldn’t sapient 
animals be past requiring a rigid selection of courtship performances 
for pairbonding? You cause yourself so much grief for so little reason.”

“But if it’s romantic…”
Azhra turns so one massive, reptilian eye rests on Elisa. She gulps, 

fighting the instinctual, knee-shaking fear roused by such a gaze: 
nobody survives fight, flight or freeze with a dragon. 

Conversation is the only art that stays death.
“I’m not romantic,” Elisa whispers, stilling her hands. “I don’t know 

how to be. And you said I shouldn’t have to want to be … and I don’t.”
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Azhra flicks the tip of hir tail against the ground, a gesture Elisa 
reads less as anger and more as irritated bafflement. “Does intensity 
truly make all relationships romantic? What of a parent and child, 
then? Siblings? Boon companions? What makes someone a friend and 
what makes someone a girlfriend? What shape of sex is non-romantic 
and what shape is romantic? Arbitrary. Therefore, entirely up to you. 
My scales, child.”

Elisa runs her fingernails over Azhra’s scales; the dragon arches hir 
spine, shuddering. “I…”

Up to her? Mother doesn’t think so. Mother knows what is and isn’t 
romantic, particularly when sighing over its lack in Elisa’s enjoyment 
of casual sex. A life-long relationship, marriage, children and certain 
displays of affection, all things to which any good girl should aspire. 
While Elisa knows that some don’t follow such a narrow path after a 
wedding, the concept leaves her breathless and glad to be a dragon’s 
handmaiden.

How does someone marry someone without marrying someone?
“They say … really feeling something for someone, that’s romance. 

I’m so scared of her not saying yes, especially when I explain what I 
want! But I don’t want this to be romance.”

Dragons take partners when they will for as long as they will, while 
others enjoy their own caves and solitude. They don’t have a native 
word for “romance”. They don’t need one.

It’s too bad that Elisa can’t become a dragon.
Azhra exhales. A struggling bush by the track heading down the 

mountain blackens and wilts. “Intensity of desire isn’t the sole province 
of romance. If you know that attraction doesn’t always include romance 
and that romance lacks any consistency in its definition, can’t you just 
decide that what you feel isn’t romantic?”

Elisa drops the brush and leans against Azhra’s near hindleg, trying to 
find herself in the pebbled texture of Azhra’s scales. It feels too simple, 
put like that. She can just decide?

Mother will choke on her own spit at the idea of so discarding such 
limiting rules.
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Elisa gives her dragon a tremulous smile.
“Tell her what you want. If she wants similarly enough that you can 

compromise and coexist, all else is irrelevant. If she doesn’t, she isn’t 
meant for you. Talk to her.” Azhra roars a gust of embers and smoke 
across the camp before bellowing like only a dragon can. “Nakia! Child, 
will you help Elisa put out this fire?”

“I hate you,” Elisa hisses, hitching up her skirts and dashing for the 
closest water bucket.

She doesn’t hate too much or too hard, though, when a girl in tight-
fitting red trousers comes running up to the camp.
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You first happen across the word when mentioned by your best 
friend: Oh, I’m asexual. 

Explanations follow, delivered by your friend and Google alike: no to 
low sexual attraction. That rattles your world a little, a world in which 
sexual attraction was regarded as a universal constant, but you’re queer. 
Maybe bisexual? Maybe pansexual? Maybe an attraction to women, 
complicated by the mystery of your own relationship to gender? 
Asexuality, though, fits this world of queer diversity found online but 
never voiced at your school save in quiet, furtive whispers: I heard that 
Gemma is bisexual.

You don’t know who you are, but you know you’re not straight. 
Queer.

Asexuality doesn’t sound like you.
Your friend lives alone, goes to asexual meet-ups, wears purple-

striped pins on their bag. I can’t stand it when anyone’s attracted to me, 
they say to you. I don’t do relationships.

Asexuality, as in your friend, can encompass low to no romantic 
attraction.

They just never describe it that way.
Meanwhile, you write stories about boys having sex, boys having 

the relationships and experiences you want and can’t manage in real 
life. Your stories are romantic. Aren’t they? But you like the goofy 

existence
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scenes with casual guys having weird conversations while fucking each 
other, best friends before everything else. It’s romance, isn’t it? There’s 
an intensity lacking in your life and your writing when it comes to 
relationships, something that disconnects you from readers, partners 
and acquaintances alike. Your sexual attraction doesn’t match society’s 
nebulous definition. It feels emptier, shallower, stranger. Bewildering.

What else is it but romance?
Are you pansexual? Transmasculine?
Your best friend talks about fostering children as a single parent. They 

don’t date. They know who they are and what they need, encapsulated 
in one word that perfectly fits their shape of queerness.

Lisa dumps you after you try to say that you hate her making you 
breakfast in bed. Were you even dating? You told your coworkers that 
she was your girlfriend, praying that this label makes normal your 
relationships. Did she regard you this way? Were you just friends? 
Something more than friends, whatever that means?

Deep down, you just wanted to fuck her and, afterwards, talk about 
science fiction.

Genderless? Pansexual? But pansexuals in fiction feel this … pull, 
overwhelming and ineffable, and you don’t. Not in the same way.

Queer is easier. Vaguer.
Less tangled up in expectations you can’t meet.
You decide not to risk dating. Instead, you search for storytelling 

less interested in romance. Stories about queers, pansexuals, trans men, 
non-binary folks, genderless folks. The need becomes an obsession: to 
see yourself fighting zombies, casting spells and saving the world like 
the cisgender, heterosexual heroes of your spine-creased, dog-eared 
fantasy novels. You can now find these works as an adult, PDFs from 
indie queer presses read on your black-and-white e-reader. The kind 
that assuage a growing audience’s hunger for fictional existence. The 
kind that end with a romantic happily-ever-after as though queerness 
is, unquestionably, inseparable from falling in love. The kind that have 
no space for you as the protagonist.
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Why can’t you find your queerness in a narrative that isn’t defined 
by romance?

The books you like best celebrate friendship and found family. 
Children’s books, read long into your adulthood, space out the queer 
storytelling that depicts your pansexuality, transmasculinity and 
absence of gender. You always compromise, one or the other. Both 
together ring absurd, so unreal that the desire must make you singular 
and unnatural.

Over and over, you speak your wish: queer stories that don’t focus on 
being in love.

If you’re as real as anyone else, why do you dream this alone?
Ironically, you don’t remember how you happened across the word. 

A blog post, maybe? A conversation with another queer friend? You 
don’t remember, because how you found it isn’t as important as the 
resulting frisson of understanding and relief. You don’t recollect how; 
you just cherish the word that shakes the world.

Aromantic.
In odd posts scattered across the internet, like a hunt for hidden 

treasure, lies evidence that aromantic isn’t always bound to asexual. 
Often an afterthought, a side-mention in a longer article, a paragraph; 
pansexual and aromantic don’t fit together with the same deliberate 
confidence. If your aromanticism stands bright and bold on its own, 
its relationship with your sexuality lacks clarity. What shapes your 
pansexuality when you’re aromantic? You don’t know, and queer spaces 
only acknowledge possibilities of non-asexual aromantic existence.

There’s no defining community for both, no certainty of connection 
with others. Just a promise. Potential. A fleeting song that names, one 
absent hue, vibrancy and texture.

Queer, pansexual, transmasculine, genderless, aromantic.
You.
Only years after that discovery do you realise that your asexual 

friend never said the word that would have illumined your life. Didn’t 
you speak loudly enough? Were they caught in the misconception that 
aromanticism only pairs with asexuality? Couldn’t they look past your 
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scrambling, chimerical attempts to conform to romantic expectation? 
Were they as miseducated as you were, as the internet was? You don’t 
know, and a brittle, resentful anger grows each time you think of it—
one undeserved, yes, but painful just the same.

How many years did you lose, ignorant to your own self and 
experiences, because the people you believe should have known didn’t 
say the word?

Who would you be if you’d known earlier?
You don’t know, can’t know.
You can only promise yourself, now, that you’ll never stop saying 

two words. 
Allosexual aromantic.
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One definition of aromanticism is low or no romantic attraction.
I can’t find romance in me.
Attraction is a human concept, but I’m an android, an alien, a 

loveless character mocked during nineteen-minute sitcom episodes. A 
character only redeemed by learning to honour and obey romance’s 
rules in a partnership with another. When to text, date, fuck and wed; 
what gifts to give and holidays to celebrate; what to wear and how to 
speak. As if the world didn’t already seek to bewilder and confuse!

Autistic characters in TV shows and books are only given the label 
human when we love another master neurotypical displays of romance. 
Aromanticism’s proud green validates and values my monstrosity in 
ways autism alone can’t and won’t.

Do I fit the word?
Kissing makes me shiver and shudder.
(Why do you expect me to enjoy your skin pressed against my 

tingling, screaming lips? Why are you so offended when I say I can’t?)
I don’t hug or cuddle.
(For how long must I bear your perfume hurting my nose and 

tightening my throat? For how long do I fight to quiet my body against 
yours when it wasn’t made to stop moving?)

I avoid dating.

neuronormative
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(Will I be able to eat at the restaurant you pick? Will I survive the 
pounding music and the uproarious laughter from the table beside us?)

I struggle to talk to new people.
(What do I say when I don’t like the same things or go to the same 

places as everyone else? What do I say when small talk is a nightmare? 
What do I say when nothing I speak allows me the connection I crave?)

Sex doesn’t require words, once you know what sensations I can’t 
bear and what touches I crave. I can command and consent with 
my hands, legs and body. Sex is feeling, stimming, sensory: intensity 
allowable but safely temporary. Nobody expects our bodies to remain 
pressed together.

Is that attraction?
People are pretty the way I admire my blue plush blanket or a tabby 

cat. Bright, warm, soft. I like running my hands through your hair; I 
like tracing moles, scars and those dry patches of skin covering your 
knobbly knees. I can appreciate your body and the feeling mirrored in 
my own skin when I know I am allowed, after, to part and retreat. I 
look at you and I think I want. Is this sexual attraction? The edges catch 
when I try to fit what I am inside that box, but I can still connect and 
interact with allistics who use that word to describe themselves.

Maybe it is sexual attraction. Maybe it isn’t. Close enough, anyway; 
I’ll call myself allosexual just the same. The word doesn’t bruise my 
skin.

Why don’t I feel that way about aromantic?
(Will I feel better about the word when allosexual aromanticism, the 

green entwined with the gold, is easier to voice aloud? Or is it because 
sexual attraction is easier to recognise and define? Less nebulous?)

Romance disdains the safety of distance or escape. Togetherness is 
love or love is togetherness, the two so entwined that the world sees no 
need to pick them apart. In this community, we connect by discussing 
its omnipresence, our monstrosity, their amatonormativity. I am by 
this light possessed of the same behaviours and desires as others in this 
sanctuary.
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Am I aromantic if I dislike kissing not from repulsion or its 
association with romance, just its sensory overwhelm?

What if I date another autistic who likes quiet, wants to build Lego 
sculptures while watching Star Wars, disdains restaurants, collects stim 
toys, allows me to escape to my room as often as needed and never 
kisses me when we fuck? The word I have for such wonderment is 
“queerplatonic”, but what if it’s an autistic shape of romance? Why 
shouldn’t it be when the West’s view of romance is an allistic imposition, 
someone else’s reckoning of our humanity? How do I know it isn’t what 
romance should be?

How is alloromanticism not another neuronormative expectation?
Aromanticism also comes with unspoken rules and expectations: 

assumptions about feeling and repulsion, attraction, romance. Some 
behaviours and feelings are alloromantic; some behaviours and feelings 
are not aromantic ... except when they are.

(Is there anything romantic not also non-romantic?)
This word should announce to the world that other people permit, 

share and celebrate my monstrosity. This word should fit beside my 
autism, explaining, defining, validating. Instead, I’m flailing. Red rules, 
green rules. If I am aromantic, why can’t I see the difference between 
them?

Folks recognise the inconsistencies that plague us but attempt to 
draw lines anyway: I am repulsed by kissing because it is to me a romantic 
behaviour. I’m supposed to know what does and doesn’t belong. I’m 
supposed to find comfort in knowing that this place doesn’t follow 
romance’s rules. I’m supposed to protect others who chafe in a 
world of red, but every rule feels a lie, a falsehood. What’s romantic? 
What’s sexual? What’s platonic? What’s platonic and sexual? What’s 
alloromantic? What’s aromantic? Why can’t you all just decide?

How is aromanticism not another neuronormative expectation?
I need this word. I need it to survive when autistics weaponise 

romance in the fight against the ableist stereotypes of androids, aliens 
and nineteen-minute sitcom characters. I am too monstrous to find 
validation in autism alone; I must be, have to be, aromantic!
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Years clothed in this word, but I still can’t breathe.
I need the vague. A word indifferent to attraction’s binaries. A word 

that gives me space to be aromantic in so far as it resembles the state 
of not being neurotypically romantic. A word that doesn’t rely on my 
ability to pretend that I understand the incomprehensible and the 
contradictory.

I’m lichen growing over granite, the green unable to thrive without 
the grey.

I’m arovague.
(Or is it nebularomantic? Why do I have to pick just one word, 

anyway?)
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“He connects, attaches, to things.” Paide lets the words roll over 
his thoughts before speaking, unsure how to convey his meaning to 
someone unknowing of his brother’s nature. “Trinkets, odds and ends, 
textured bits he can hold in his hands. One year he went everywhere 
stroking a wooden spoon! I don’t mean a bribe. A token, showing him 
that we accept him in this way, so we may be trusted in others.” He 
glances across the table. “Do you still make your bits of beads and 
jewellery?”

Thereva called his sketches on maps and missives “bits of drawings”, 
but even she spent the quiet nights of the war working with wood and 
thread.

“I have something.” She almost smiles, her fingers still atop her last 
jade counter. “I also think you lied before, sir. Paide.”

Is this another declaration he’ll dislike hearing? “How so?”
“You said you didn’t love. How isn’t that love? It just isn’t romantic.” 

She shifts the piece two squares. “Your move.”
The board shows Paide another loss.
At least this one lacks consequence.
“I didn’t lie.” He didn’t correct her earlier assumption, but she did 

listen to him when all others denied his truth. Why not also in this? 
“You’re looking, I think, for something you’d rather see in my words. 
Something preferable. I meant how I said it.” He pauses for the space 
presaging impact, even here unable to cast aside his orator’s tricks. 

loveless
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“Little does this world hate more than a loveless man, save perhaps a 
loveless woman.”

Thereva leans over the table, fine brows raised, her eyes searching 
his. Looking, maybe, for the shadows of the man that spoke of suicide? 
“I … I don’t know what that is! Princely pity shrouded in princely 
verbiage? Depression? Your debility?” She shakes her head. “What do 
you need of me? What are you asking by saying that?”

It means something that she asks.
It also means something that she thinks him hale enough for teasing.
“I don’t think love is something I want or need. I don’t think I should 

keep what I thought was love, having seen what it wrought.”
She blinks, frowning. “I understood that as you don’t wish a husband 

or a wife. How do you mean it, then?”
For the first time in months, the world feels steady underneath his 

chair. Perhaps it’s that today Paide reached the nadir of desperation, 
his sanity too rent to be further tarnished. Perhaps it’s the conclusion 
of a journey that shaped every use of his queerness as a weapon to 
discourage his father from pressing marriage, now unnecessary. Perhaps 
it’s the strange freedom come after casting the rest of his life to the pyre.

Their expectations denied his humanity. Why respect those few still 
within his ability?

“I don’t. I like … liked…? Like sex.” He laughs, as though Thereva 
didn’t see people emerge from his tent at odd hours, as though sex 
hasn’t become memory and history over hope. “I want a friend. I 
don’t love elsewise. I never have. But…” He exhales in the old habit 
of delay, speaking’s breath hissing over his lips. “My father loved me, 
but that didn’t stop me enduring his judgement, angels forbid he have 
a cocksucker for a son! Mamman loved my father, but that didn’t stop 
him from dying at her hands. Mamman loves my brother enough to 
war for him, but that didn’t stop his wooden spoon from shattering 
under her hands … or me applauding her anger. I thought…”

Thereva shifts her weight, preternaturally patient.
Is there any magical order of words, Paide wonders, that convey 

depth of feeling without implying self-pity?
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“I thought I loved my people, my country. I thought to save Ihrne 
from the tyranny of a necromancer with power to void law. I thought 
I loved them, and they me, and I thought that love justified my war.” 
He halts, thinking of armies of bones, the bearing of corpses from the 
battlefield while the enemy claimed his living allies, a conflict that 
brought blood, loss and deprivation. “It gained Ihrne nothing.”

He lost his title, his crown, his heartbeat, his future.
For what? Death?
Thereva, commander of soldiers and forced co-conspirator in Paide’s 

useless idealism, nods at him … but her lips press, colourless, into a 
thin line.

“Lovelessness is a byword for hatred, horror and cruelty. But my 
family’s love is nothing but horror and cruelty. Our love justifies 
anything that follows, no matter how questionable, how wrong. Why 
isn’t it better to be loveless?”

Thereva’s brow furrows. She speaks with care, but it may mean 
anything; Paide has never found her easy to read. “My understanding … 
my understanding is that isn’t real love. False love, hate masquerading 
as love.”

Paide remembers too late her family: kin accepting of her womanhood 
if she denies herself expression, affection and connection.

If that’s what the world names love, why value it?
“Too many people too often call abuse ‘love’ for me to think it a false 

reckoning,” he says slowly. “What if it’s meant to justify what should 
be incomprehensible? Not a flaw, but a feature? Love didn’t shelter 
my brother from us. Is love, then, what’s required to craft kindness or 
governance? To rule? To protect?”

Her lips part, soundless, before she shakes her head. “I can’t say, 
truly, that it is.”

“I need acceptance more than love, Thereva Asigne. So does my 
brother.”

She sits, statuesque if not for the rise and fall of her chest, before 
reaching across the table, glancing at his hand. He nods; she closes her 
fingers about his. “Accept, then.”
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Her faith, he thinks, empowers him more than a kingdom of love.
Paide ein Iteme, loveless prince-regent of Ihrne. It doesn’t sound like 

a tragedy this side of war, not when love failed to provide safety and 
sanity in his current shape of life. It sounds like a beginning, a renewal.

It sounds like hope.
He nods at the board. “New game?”
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The first time you hear the world speak of monsters, they feel far 
off and distant. Abstract. Some people surrender to the beast, cruel and 
rapacious. Some people lack the willpower to resist its siren temptation. 
They twist, change, devolve. Yet your parents, good and loving, tamed 
the beasts inside them. They remained human. They walk hand-in-
hand under sunlight and moonlight, delighting in both, fearing neither. 

They laugh when you ask about the chance of your monstrosity, 
their certainty unshakable. Grandma is no monster. Pa is no monster. 
You’re safe, dear.

The inner beast first flexes its claws in your late teens. You look at 
people, fighting to find the part meant to wish for dates and love letters. 
Yearning bubbles in your belly and mind, but you know it bereft of the 
softness that divides human from monster. Sexual attraction without 
romance becomes a predatory, beastly want. Dangerous.

Long ago, your parents told you to fear men and loathe women who 
want but can’t, won’t love.

You’re young, says Mum. You’re normal, says your teacher. You’ll 
master your claws.

The creature settles. Relatives spin story after story of how their 
partner helped gentle their desire, conquering their beast.

You breathe, you trust, you wait. 

monstrous
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Other people, the lost and the broken, give themselves over to their 
monstrosity. You, born of kin resolute in their humanity, are safe.

Why don’t you look on people with the kind of want that makes 
benign the other, the want that will deny the creature ascendancy? 
The soft desire, the natural and expected yearning defined by roses 
and candlelight, a lifetime of specific companionship, this bewildering 
thing called romance?

You’re a late bloomer. You haven’t met the right person. Are you 
trying to meet people?

Pretend, then. Pretend when you walk home with a boy, voice 
gratitude for gifts of heart-shaped jewellery, allow your hand to rest in 
his. Pretend when he takes you behind the toolshed for his expression 
of human desire, a partnership sealed with a kiss. Love. You stand rigid, 
hoping that you’ll want this if you just let his lips touch yours—

Inside becomes outside. 
The beast, silver-haired and snarling, desperate and undeniable, 

leaps free to bear you away from the boy who thought you his.
Part of you, fearing this transformation even as you lope and jump 

in your muscled body, screams in a voice no human can comprehend.
Part of you, fleeing romantic intentions you can’t return, howls in 

brilliant relief.
Monster.
You.
Human mimicry returns when the sun rises, but none can now miss 

the beast sheathed beneath your false skin. Your family promises their 
love and acceptance—you can’t help it, can you? You didn’t choose this, 
did you? Did you? Nothing will change … and everything changes. 
Nobody asks about your work; friends avoid your art for fear of spotting 
the monster’s shadow within. You drift to the edges of your own life 
and kin, a ghost yet breathing.

People pretend that they don’t see the metal tags swinging from your 
new leather collar.

You, the master of human pretence, know that they don’t try hard 
enough.
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This prison possesses no doors or bars. Just the chain of restraint, 
the need to look without giving into the want provoked by long-haired 
boys and pink-lipped girls. The need to look, your claws sheathed and 
your skin furless, with no more than wistfulness before turning away. 
Not for you, that gorgeous dancer smiling with bright promise. You 
won’t be caged, in this world so afraid of fangs and howls, if you obey 
the rules designed to keep the beast at bay. You’ll be safe if you go home 
alone, substituting the wrong kind of want for a detached, distant 
nothingness. 

You still yearn, still desire; the beast shifts, bound and unfulfilled. 
Kisses raw and desperate, a prelude to skin brushing skin, a prelude to 
a night of touch and release. Kisses that speak of today’s fucking over 
tomorrow’s marriage. All a fantasy, a dream, an illusion. Impossible.

Remember. 
Your monstrosity puts humans, seeking a human partner capable of 

mastering their inner beast with obedient romance, in danger.
Remember.
They’ll be safe if you never venture outside, avoiding reminder of 

what you can’t have.
Family insist that you must become used to the ache in your hands, 

the itch down your spine, the slow pace of human movement. Like a 
dog scolded for whining at your owner’s feet, you fight to hide your 
pain, to adjust, to be good.

Will you be safe?
By night you dream of running over paddock and hill, free like your 

wolfish ancestors.
By day you imagine approaching that dancer, imagine eir hands 

fearlessly stroking ruff and fur. Sometimes you think that ey too is 
a monster, eir throat free of leather and metal; sometimes you think 
that eir affection isn’t dependent on your obedience to human norms. 
Sometimes you dare to hope that a human can still desire a beast.

Raw sores break out on your neck, skin rubbed red and seething. Your 
days are depthless silhouettes of human puppetry, a body constrained 
by shoes, collar, rules.
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Nothing changes. 
Remember.
Why?
All the reasons that come to your tongue—family, friends, work, 

art—lack vibrancy.
You draw your wildness: moonlight dappling fur, glistening fangs, 

glowing eyes. You paint on your bedroom walls to the grating clink of 
metal tags, disregarding landlord and parental disapproval. You see a 
strange, alien hope waiting in that silvery hide.

Why?
Your teeth are sharper, your eyes brighter, your toes ending in claws, 

your needs misunderstood. Can’t human teeth harm another? Can’t 
human nails part skin and release blood? Can’t humans use romance’s 
trappings to harm another? Can’t love and marriage provoke pain or 
violence? What harm has your beastly body wrought beyond a failure 
to meet society’s expectations?

Why do you permit your collaring?
Human fingers tremble as they unbuckle leather.
Furred legs gather themselves to leap into the night, silver-haired 

and powerful, beautiful, triumphant.
Unbound.
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(Where)

Eleven times pregnant, a woman begs her church for permission 
to use contraception; she gains only a priestly refusal. Her love means 
marriage, obedience to Catholic restriction, the forced rejection of 
sex. Her belief means the absence of latex and rubber, a pill, a shot, 
freedom. Does her husband also love her enough to forgo, once they 
acknowledge the truth that her body won’t survive another pregnancy 
and they can’t afford to feed and shelter another child?

Why should they have to? her grandchild wonders during a 
conversation with hir mother—one of nine living children from eleven 
pregnancies—about the failures of the Catholic church.

(How does hir grandmother keep faith when her religion won’t keep 
faith with her?)

Even hir heterosexual grandparents, compliant and believing in all 
other ways, cannot be permitted to fuck solely for the joy of fucking 
each other.

The only valid sex occurs in marriage and for children.

pressure, side one
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(Does)

Hir Catholic and Protestant parents wed sans-priest under the 
open sky, forgoing their children’s baptism. Ze attends church twice a 
year, a stranger to hir mother’s songs, and ze sighs in relief when the 
strangeness ends. Heathen, hir father jokes, but Christian teachings still 
leach into hir life through books and films, friends and acquaintances, 
the careless words hir parents speak about other families.

(Are you a good Christian girl?)
(Thank God my children never come home after dark.)
(She’s allowed to date when she’s thirty.)
Hir parents discard the chains of church and marriage for a nebulous 

religion that fails to interrogate too many ancient, book-granted beliefs: 
responsibility.

Sex, taught in those lessons that aren’t so much voiced as absorbed 
in fragments and pieced together afterwards, requires a steady partner. 
Remember the horrors of infections discussed in health class, remember 
a life veered off the respectable education-good-job-and-then-family 
path, remember the tangle of bad choices that make one into an object 
deserving of gossip and derision. Good girls gift sex’s vulnerability to as 
few boyfriends as possible; they never gift it carelessly.

Responsibility demands hir parents’ most proud possession: their 
loving (ostensibly areligious) relationship.

Responsibility demands romance first, sex second.
The rule carved into hir bones by autism’s social missteps: never 

provoke hir parents’ shame.

(An)

slut! Whore! Those cruel words leap from hir sister’s tongue, even 
though ze doesn’t date. Sex feels too incomprehensible, too distant for 
actuality, too entangled with interpersonal connections, interactions 
and expectations. Later, ze always says, even though ze long passed the 
point where hir high-school bookishness and solitude garnered praise 
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or respect. Later, ze always says, watching hir claim to adulthood fade 
while hir once-schoolmates and sister date, fuck and wed. Later.

Hir sister’s mouth shapes those words nonetheless, her anger devoid 
of irony.

Sex without romantic love is so loathsome a thing that words 
describing people who provide it as a professional service (presumably 
absent love, because love can’t be sold) become cruelties used to cut 
down another.

Sex without romantic love is so loathsome a thing that words 
describing people who fuck too frequently with too many people 
(presumably absent love, because love can’t be so divided) become 
cruelties used to cut down another.

A virgin is slut and whore when a world that demonises any sex 
outside the illusion of love’s constraint polishes those words into sharp-
edged slurs— waiting for anyone in want of a weapon.

Ze pushes aside hir vague yearning for fucking free of a relationship 
ze doesn’t understand or desire, for sex bearing no resemblance to the 
romance-imbued scenes in hir many books.

Ze dares not give hir sister more reasons to draw hir blood.

(Allosexual)

Bisexual lurks in hir thoughts, heavy but unspoken, during the 
awful familial conversation in which “are you sure?” feels a dismissive 
return for coming out’s fear and anxiety. Lesbian bears a heart-pounding, 
hand-sweating dangerousness. Lesbian lacks hir high school’s carefully-
voiced whispers, where rumoured-to-be-bi students’ wild exploits grew 
with each telling.

One is strange, unexpected, confronting. The other is strange, 
unexpected, confronting and irrevocably sexual—irrevocably sexualised.

(Slut.)
(Never provoke hir parents’ shame.)
Bi still sounds like threesomes, orgies, sex parties, blow jobs, 

unfaithfulness, sleeping around. Irresponsible. Unacceptable.
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Hir sexuality involves attraction to more than a single gender, but 
ze fights, for reasons ze can’t explain or validate, to remain balanced 
on the wobbling line strung between authentic queerness and parental 
expectation.

(Hir grandmother dies, never knowing that her grandchild can’t 
fulfill any Catholic understanding of the words good and girl.)

Lesbian, ze says instead, hir coming out forever tainted by the 
falsehood of attempted compromise.

(Aromantic)

Love wins. Love is love. (Tautology? Redundancy?) That four-letter 
word peppers hir community’s fight for marriage equality and hir 
community’s relief (and grief ) in their success. (Hir state’s passing of 
right-to-amend-birth-certificate laws provokes as much hate and less 
fanfare.) Ze watches, before and after, as hir community dons cloaks 
of hearts drawn in romantic pastels and flowers sewn from millennial 
pink, that word omnipresent and inescapable. Conformist.

(We love, just like you. We date, just like you. We marry, just like 
you.)

Queerness becomes defined by romance and shaped by love. Women 
who love women. Men who love men. Non-binaries who love non-
binaries.

Ze only sees attraction now tidied, neatened, sanitised: clean 
and clothed bodily togetherness all devoid of musk, sweat, lube and 
semen. Attraction becomes two boys cuddling amongst a meadow of 
wildflowers, two women smiling at each other against the setting sun. 
Attraction becomes characters in a post-apocalyptic narrative with 
salon-style haircuts and lipstick, unreasonably perfect. Unreasonably 
safe.

The new rule seared into hir skin: hide the sex that taints the queer 
fight for straight acceptance.

What happened to the rebellion queers, the fuck-you queers, the 
fuck-me queers, the I’ll-never-be-like-you queers? What happened 
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to celebrations of casual sexual expression? How can ze still claim 
queerness (without love, without dating, without marriage, without 
just-like-you-ness) when part of hir queerness, sex, becomes verboten?

How does ze keep faith when hir community won’t keep faith with 
hir?

(Belong?)
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(Aromantic?)

Who expects to ask of themself this question?
Green’s resounding answer gifts relief, identity, connection. A word 

become a wind-cracking banner of delighted pride. A word pledging 
unity in the face of a world trying to deny me, comprehension in the 
face of a world trying to quiet me, comfort in the face of a world trying 
to erase me. Arrows promise what family, friends, community and 
society don’t and won’t: welcome.

Not welcome as the person I should be or become.
Welcome as the person I am.
“Aro” sounds like screamed defiance and glorious courage. I wave this 

new flag, singing in knowing’s long-belated joy. Here I am! Punishing 
ignorance can’t erase truth—our truth!—while my aro siblings stand at 
my back, a verdant chorus demanding our recognition.

“Aro” smells like a fresh-painted house, its blank walls ready and 
waiting. Ready for blue and white flags, for pink and grey flags, for flags 
in any colour yet a shade of aromanticism.

Even pink and crimson, colours of love and desire, bear emerald 
souls once admitted inside our sanctuary.

I’m no longer alone.

pressure, side two
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(Aromantic!)

Sanctuary it is. Sanctuary it must be.
Those outside wield blood-drawing words in both ignorance and 

malice: user, heartless, hateful. (Nobody whole or good feels sexual 
attraction absent love.) Alloromantics burden us with invisibility and 
shame, ignorant to the amatonormativity tainting their judgement. 
Now, though, I own haven’s key, and that knowing clothes me like 
armour. Steel creaks and bones ache under cruel blows, but no battle 
lasts forever. I now know where to find shelter afterwards, amongst my 
fellow aros seeking to rest their own weighty shields.

“Asexual” was first murmured in lands inaccessible to a teenager 
struggling to pass unharmed through the internet’s maw. Once that 
gaping portal became history, my questioning feet wandering over 
the rainbow road past somewhere and towards impossible, detours 
promised me only lavender. Nobody spoke my word. My companions 
in aureate pinks and regal purples ushered me down their home-leading 
turnings, but not even gold’s siren call gifted me comprehension enough 
to remain.

Wandering years followed wandering years, full of stranger colours 
and bitter leavings, before I glimpsed revelation on the horizon: an 
Emerald City sheltering my verdant kindred.

I ran, lonely and desperate, for its beckoning gates.
How can strangers break me inside the embrace of my own?

(Aromantic!)

Months passed before I noticed the glasses locked to my head by 
the city’s gatewardens.

Removing illusion’s lenses sharpens my breath: why does so much 
purple entwine our green? Everywhere, houses celebrating viridescence 
delight equally in their amethyst richness. (Did I see equal breadths of 
emerald permitted in the coloured fields crossed on my road through 
Oz?) I gawk at plum’s banners, at the sheltering streets standing barren 
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of gilt and amber, at the shared language now stunningly alien. Don’t 
we all chafe at a culture that presumes everyone experiences sexual 
attraction? Don’t we all shudder at the omnipotence of sexual references 
outside viridian walls?

Don’t we? Isn’t this part of our aromanticism?
The bricks building validation’s wall cast green and purple shadows. 

Nobody, however, rules against gold’s inclusion. Absence reigns only 
in the unspoken, unquestioned sheltering of purple-hearted pain in a 
prasine city as though one should accompany the other.

Gold, however valued in distant lands, is here deemed unnecessary, 
alien, repulsive, gross. Why must I want something regarded as gross?

I look over our wall at my golden heart, dust-covered and tarnished, 
slumbering in a field of poppies. Does anyone else stagger under the 
weight of our locked-on glasses?

Does anyone else notice them?

(Aromantic.)

Signs adorn the doors to those houses into which I carry auric 
shards and crumbs: sex mention advisory, warning for sexual references, 
sexual attraction depictions. Rational, reasonable. Don’t we crave shelter 
from raging tempests of scarlet and rose? Don’t we ache when our safety 
goes denied and ignored? When we garb our knowing-wrought armour 
to survive—not unbruised—our erasure, how can we deny the import 
of comfort and inclusion for people with hearts of both jade and plum?

Violence, abuse, hatred, blood, death, sexual attraction.
(Is one of those warned-for things not like the others?)
Beware such dangers, shout my requisite signs, should you enter my 

house.
Announcing my gold in a crowded green room draws reminders to 

whisper, no matter the words hung at its threshold. Announcement, 
too, draws turned shoulders, the quiet of people offering up avoidance 
and refusal, a resolute lack of interest. Nobody rules against gold’s 
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inclusion, but what does law matter when guides introduce newcomers 
first to our purple-green hallways, blue and amber an afterthought?

Indifference, too, owns the subtleties of ink-scribbled signage.
What does it mean that I want something so harmful to many of 

my own?

(Aromantic?)

I don’t recollect being asked to discard my golden self outside the 
Emerald City’s gates. Yet I must have, for months pass while both my 
gilt and viridian halves wither in their unnatural disconnect. Yellow 
fades to sun-bleached straw; green sickens to chartreuse’s livid toxicity.

Those long-ago rainbow roads gave my allosexuality, too, names 
of screamed defiance and glorious courage. Why shouldn’t I sing and 
dance to my gold, even here?

How did I forget pride’s hard-won lessons?
We hang jade-and-amber banners and raise defiant voices, bestirring 

a fanged maliciousness from deep down purple-green hallways. 
“Demanding,” say some when we remind our own of our aureate 
flag’s equal viridescence. “Aggressive,” say others when we protest 
conversations only acknowledging plum as emerald’s accompaniment. 
“Exclusionary,” say more when we craft gold-dusted houses (hoping 
for our once-promised sanctuary) unintended for purple’s protection.

While our whispers earn silence, our shouts provoke cruelty.
“Predatory,” people howl outside our walls.
“Predatory,” people howl inside them.
Predatory.
My knowing-wrought armour decays and crumbles under blows 

from both strangers and kin. I am a dangerous monster, my lifeblood’s 
scarlet smearing the floor, my faith in verdant pride now nothing but 
brittle memory.

What does “allo-aro” sound like?

(Aromantic…?)
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On the longest day of the year, her judgement dulled by festivity 
and beer, Suki answers yes. Why not? Joeri looks at her with sable eyes 
framed by long lashes, his slender body still smelling of grass and clean 
hay. His politeness, somewhat displaced by the night’s drunk-flushed 
confidence, has long appealed him to her, and her body thrums to 
desire’s bright, heady giddiness. He’s pretty. Why can’t she?

“I want you,” she says above tapping heels and quick fiddle, guiding 
his hand to her hip, “but only tonight, only for Midsummer. Casual 
sex, not courting.”

Even Mama Lewis may awaken tomorrow morning to find a bottle 
and the snores of a partner not Mama Polly at hand … although Suki 
grants it unlikely.

Joeri leans in, leaving an enticing handspan between his lips and 
hers. “Midsummer. Please.”

“Do you understand what I mean? Do you agree?”
He entwines the laces of her blouse in his fingers. “Yes! Suki!”
Want sweeps away doubt. She cups his groin in her hand, giggling 

at his stiffening body. “I know a place. Come on.”
Stories neglect the hazards of sharp burrs when lovers tryst in a 

hayshed, but a blanket helps and Suki cares only for finding her skin 
deep inside his. The sun sits high the next morning when she leaves 

abrasive
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Joeri for the house: untied blouse, chaff-dusted hair, morning stubble, 
contented smile.

Mama Lewis, ever the guard dog, watches Suki approach from her 
chair on the porch. “Why so late?”

“It’s Midsummer, Mama!”
“Another man?” Mama Lewis’s thin-lipped bark pushes question 

into accusation. “Why can’t you stick with one?”
Suki’s good mood evaporates like drizzle on a bonfire. “Again, I don’t 

want to.”
“What about Roddick? You liked him!”
She did, until he mistook their casual bedding as justification to 

court. Suki sighs, shakes her skirts free of seeds and opens the fly door 
for the kitchen’s sweltering safety. Mama Polly, up to the elbows in 
flour, offers a more satisfactory greeting before asking about the town 
festivities. Suki doesn’t understand Mama Polly’s contentment in 
partnered life any more than she does Suki’s lack of interest in the same, 
but Mama Polly doesn’t criticise. She just listens, kneading the dough, 
while Suki describes Joeri’s kissing. “Sometimes shyness means they 
don’t push,” she says, scrubbing clean the rolling pin, “but I wish—”

“Suki!” Mama Lewis’s cheerful voice rings out from the porch. “You 
have a gentleman caller!”

Her stomach, queasy after last night’s beer, sinks to her worn boots. 
Not again!

“I’m so glad you came.” Mama Lewis smiles as Suki, wiping her 
hands on her flour-dusted apron, lets the fly door slam shut behind 
her. “Isn’t he sweet? Says he wants to know if you returned home safely. 
Now that’s a man you—”

Safe? She can see their hayshed from the porch!
“I’m safely baking bread,” she mutters, scowling. “You shouldn’t 

have. Literally.”
Joeri, his clean hair dripping onto a fresh shirt, frowns up at Suki 

from the bottommost step. One extended hand offers a bunch of 
ribbon-tied herbs. “I know you bake, cook. I thought you’d like these. 
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Uh … Father says I can have the gig, tomorrow afternoon. Do you 
want to go out driving?”

Why can’t she have sex without her partners getting ideas about 
romantic relationships? While the other village het girls complain about 
men who sleep around without committing to intimacy, Suki finds men 
who consider their sexual interludes tantamount to her promising to 
court. She can only conclude that their propensity for casual bedding 
fades when they land upon a desirable-enough partner, casualness less 
about philosophy than their selfish, arrogant convenience.

Bold, crass, quiet or stubborn; few men want to accept Suki by her 
word.

“Of course she does! I’ll make sure she’s free of chores.” Mama Lewis, 
her cheeks scarlet and eyes bright, turns to Suki. “Isn’t Joeri such a good 
driver?”

Does he realise that her mother sits on the porch to aid interested 
men like Roddick and Joeri? Mama Lewis prefers her needle’s unsociable 
silence, but hope of seeing her daughter partnered overwhelms her 
dislike of chatting with passersby.

Happiness, to Mama, means one thing: a home shared with her 
devoted wife.

Remaining under her mothers’ roof worsens the problem, but 
nothing Suki cooks or bakes will soon let her afford her own cottage. 
How does an unpartnered woman manage in a world crafted around 
an assumption of relationships and families, with two or more wed 
adults sharing property, possessions and finances?

“Thank you, sir. May I come by at two?”
Is she only an object to these people, a puppet to be jerked about 

against their idealistic backdrop? “No, you may not!” Suki pairs her 
folded arms with her best glower. “Mama doesn’t speak for me. Anyway, 
I told that I’d bed you, not court you.”

Joeri shrinks backwards, cringing like a slapped puppy. “Last night 
was so good, I thought…”
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Yes, she enjoyed bedding him. So what? Sex shouldn’t require their 
courting! “Because we had fun, I’d forget what we agreed to?” She 
snickers, shaking her head. “Your bits aren’t that magical, Joeri!”

“Suki!” Mama Lewis’s gaping lips and wide eyes remind Suki of a 
startled frog. “I apologise for my daughter’s appalling rudeness—”

“Mama! How many times must I tell you? I’ll bed men when I wish, 
but I’ll live unpartnered and die happy. Stop this! I’m not courting Joeri 
or Roddick or anyone. I don’t want to!” She claps her hands at Joeri. 
“Go away! Now!”

Joeri stares in a frozen moment of bewilderment before jerking 
his chin high, tossing the beribboned herbs onto the dusty road and 
stalking towards the village.

Suki waits, sighing, for Mama’s crying fit.
“How did I raise you to be so abrasive?” Mama Lewis buries her face 

beneath shaking hands. “So … heartless? Why, Suki?”
Why?
Suki slumps against the door, laughing, gasping, aching.
Their self-righteous want makes terrible cruelty of her, but what 

other weapon has she?
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You dread weddings, birthdays, anniversaries, reunions, holidays. 
Any gathering involving interstate friends, overseas uncles or those 
distant, unrecognisable relatives met when a cousin marries or a 
grandparent dies. You fear, too, more-ordinary interactions: Sunday 
morning coffee, a chance encounter at the supermarket, a front-door 
knock preluding offerings of plant cuttings and oversized zucchini. 
Which is the worse? That’s an open question, the answer changeable 
and unknowable. What meaningful difference exists between the aunt 
who asks once a month or the second cousin chatting by the buffet 
table during a sixtieth anniversary dinner?

Are you seeing anyone?
When are you going to get a boyfriend?
Is there a nice man in your life?
The phrasing may change between speakers; the meaning remains. The 

disturbed hive of your family, teeming with your Catholic grandmother’s 
(and her sisters’) children and grandchildren, encompasses countless 
relatives eagerly voicing the Question. Later, you ponder: why did they 
ask? Do they believe happily-ever-afters only granted through romantic 
relationships? Did they seek reassurance of your obedient (heterosexual) 
conformity? Now, you only wonder if speaking your truth to inquiry (a 
show of compassion or interest?) will be less disastrous than the sitcom 
route of an invented romantic partner.

question
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(Quickly, choose: misunderstood honesty or scorned lie?)
You force a smile and confess to your continued state of 

partnerlessness: No, I’m not dating. I’m busy [select: studying for exams / 
writing my thesis / starting a new job / working overtime / moving house / 
going back to school].

Singledom’s undesirability demands your justifying the activities 
occupying unpartnered hours. Walking the dog, cataloguing my doll 
collection and reading fantasy novels are acceptable excuses for teenagers, 
shameful in anyone older than eighteen. Working, should you oft 
repeat this, incites pity or disdain. All provoke a momentary blankness, 
a hanging pause, the struggle for response when an adult admits to the 
crime of rejecting (heterosexual) romance. What, then, do you say?

Trick question: no acceptable answer exists. Someone—a priestly 
aunt, cousin or family friend—always offers reassurance of the of course 
you’re pretty, interesting or (still) young enough to find a boyfriend kind.

Again and again, family means enduring cheerful, well-intended 
amatonormativity.

You feel like a failure, a grown-up child.
Discovery of a word imbued with the power to quiet the Question 

comes as an accident in your journey to discover why male friends 
interested in dating incited less reciprocation and more frustration. 
(Does queer explain this? You feel more sexual interest in women than 
men, so should you date women? Will you?) Naïve, you assume such 
revelations change the Question’s subject and timbre; you assume, once 
changed, you will acquire the ability to provide sufficient answers.

With shaking knees and quavering voice, you open the closet door.
You fear hatred, slurs, disgust, rejection. You get the shape of cruelty 

heteronormative society considers kindness: avoidance.
I’m queer.
Oh. Oh! That’s … nice?
(Heteronormativity and lingering shreds of Catholicism offer no 

affirmative script, leaving cishets possessed only of the monosyllabic 
awkward.)
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Your relatives aren’t outspoken about their heterosexism, most 
fancying themselves progressive and supportive. They voted for marriage 
equality! They’ll never call people like you slurs! Discomfort instead 
shows in their refusal to reference or acknowledge your attractions, in 
their bestowing upon you indifference’s polite, smothering quiet.

Never again does the Question pass their lips. You exist in terms 
of work, study, illnesses, travel. Nobody forces you to pretend at 
heterosexuality, but anything suggestive of queerness must be eluded, 
ignored, overshadowed.

At first, naïve, you celebrate. Who knew that one dangerous word so 
shuts the gate on future query? Isn’t it wonderful to attend a barbecue 
knowing that nobody asks about romance or partners? No need to 
explain why you also can’t make yourself date women, for nobody asks!

Nobody cares.
For all intents and purposes, you no longer possess a sexual 

orientation.
The new-found word aromantic contextualises a queerness divorced 

from bewildering expectations, a queerness encapsulating an attraction 
without romance. Amatonormativity further explains the entrapping 
dread once borne by dating-related enquiry. Now you know yourself 
aromantic, allosexual and the possessor of a liberty for which other 
aromantics yearn: a family content with your non-romantic, non-
partnered life. Release from the monster named amatonormativity. 
Aren’t you lucky?

If this is freedom, why does it ring so hollow?
As you cycle through Christmases and birthdays, the weight of 

words unvoiced press on skin and bones with such remorselessness that 
you can no longer imagine a life so unburdened. Liberation? How can 
this be the aromantic dream when your queerness quiets the room, 
your humanity conditional on others’ ability to pretend that you don’t 
exist at odds with the tenets of your grandparents’ religion?

I’ve published a book of queer short stories, you volunteer at the next 
dinner.
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(How do you share your proud accomplishments when they centre 
multisexuality and aromanticism?)

Oh. Oh! That’s nice.
Silence forever follows the awkward smile, the long hesitation, the 

non-committal comment, the subject change, the erasure of your 
crooked personhood.

The Question, once feared, now occupies your dreams.
(Will anyone, while knowing of your queerness, ask?)
Holidays mean watching friends and family deny your polysexuality 

until you become a wordless and sexless automaton, a wan ghost 
haunting your own life. Holidays mean witnessing other aromantics 
speak their hopes to avoid or conquer the Question. Holidays mean 
fearing your betrayal of the aromantic community ... and admitting 
that you yearn to endure familial amatonormativity, if only it permits 
you to be seen.

(Are you just as amatonormative?)
You know your family’s heterosexism coincidentally creates less-

toxic ground for settling aromantic seeds. You know acts of pansexual 
hatred aren’t acts of aromantic welcome. You know you don’t desire this 
lifetime’s desexualisation.

Holidays mean accepting that the Question’s absence bears joyous 
meaning only when its silence celebrates your queerness, aromanticism 
but one facet.

Ask me about partners, dating, sexual attraction. Please, ask!
Holidays mean one thing: feeling at odds with your family and 

community alike.
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After an hour spent in agonised wakefulness, Cai surrenders to 
temptation. He isn’t careful as he slides out of bed: Sarah slept through 
a slew of buzzing notifications, after all! Nor does she stir as he fumbles 
in the dark for yesterday’s jeans; she slumbers peacefully despite the 
jangling as he grabs her handbag from the floor and their phones from 
his bedside table.

How can she sleep? How dare she?
He hesitates in the doorway, fighting the urge to shout, yell, roar … 

but the phone in his hand vibrates, and he looks down despite knowing 
better.

Well? Is CB as slutty as said? I’m dying to know!
Compared to earlier messages, it’s almost a compliment.
No. Cai releases a long, shuddering breath. Queer folks support a 

trans, het, aro musician if his songs and persona remain relatable to 
the cis women who see him as a softer, safer, not-quite man; that same 
audience will regard anger as proof of his becoming the enemy—of 
testosterone poisoning. If he wants to survive Sarah with his career 
intact, he can’t be marked as aggressive!

Years passed before Cai reached this pinnacle of playing at queer-
friendly clubs while scraping enough from online subscriptions to 
cover rent if not medication and dentistry. Years.

Shivering, he heads to the kitchen.

antagonist
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Sarah approached him after his set—less common an occurrence, 
these days, but hardly unusual. She smiled, her curls bouncing, before 
asking if she could buy him a drink. They talked books and music, 
delighting in a shared hate for jingles and post-modernist fiction. 
Her self-deprecating sarcasm made him laugh so hard that he snorted 
lemonade across the table. When she hooked her ankle around his 
before running her hand up his thigh, Cai had no reason to think she 
wanted anything but to hook up.

She was imperfectly good, salvaging awkward moments through a 
willingness to goof around. Some past partners—Lenora!—regarded 
sex with such sacred solemnity that they may as well have fucked to a 
drama film’s orchestral soundtrack. He doesn’t understand profound; 
he understands girls slapping his arse. Something as simple as horny 
people getting off together. Something as complex as fun.

They slept, afterwards; Cai woke to a buzzing sound. Her phone lay 
within his line of sight, and he couldn’t avoid reading the message on 
the glowing screen: Did you go through with it? Do CB?

He assumed that Sarah texted a friend from the bar … until the 
second message.

I can’t believe you’d even touch that after all those girls. You’re brave, 
hon! Waiting for your post!

A flood of questions and comments arrived over the next hour. While 
Sarah slept, Cai discovered himself the subject of her friends’ mocking 
derision. A filthy, notorious fuckboy about which Sarah planned to 
write in the name of protecting the women he lures to bed … but, this 
time, after the courageous diligence of her own research.

A user who discards women after sex.
(An aromantic.)

The kitchen offers no sanctuary, just yesterday’s dishes and a 
flickering light bulb. Cai slumps onto a stool, placing bag and phones on 
the crumb-covered bench. Every nerve in his body thrums. Smothering 
a twinge of morality with wounded anger, he opens her purse in search 
of licence and bank cards.
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Sarah Williams. 
Common as names go, but while Cai can’t unlock her phone, the 

visible push notifications reveal her friends. That, after a little snooping, 
gets him her website: a collection of posts, reviews and submissions 
dissecting local queer events and artists. She even maintains a helpful 
list of “problematic” creators … where Cai learns that she’s attended 
most of his gigs, recording the number of women with whom she saw 
him leave. 

How is it that a trans man who sings about misogyny can’t see that 
using women for sex is a misogynistic act? Is it, perhaps, because men don’t 
experience it?

While humour pervades her conversation, her socials provide the 
same brutality as drinking from a bottle of rubbing alcohol and crushed 
glass. Nonetheless, Cai—despairing at his once-wise decision to limit 
social media in favour of writing—keeps scrolling. It doesn’t matter 
that most partners haven’t sent anonymous submissions; it doesn’t 
matter that some accusations are so obviously exercises in reaching that 
any sensible person must laugh. He can’t look away.

“Fuckboy” puts it kindly.
CB ghosts women after fucking. Women and non-men avoid.
Dated me for two years only to drop me after transitioning. Immediately 

began to slut around. Men, right?
True, in a way.
Cai, in his only long-term relationship, tried to oblige the expected 

motions of romance and womanhood. He hoped, over time, to find 
the nebulous something that made Lenora speak of their femininity-
forged bonds. He wanted to love her. He tried to love her! But despite 
her worshipping at the altar of lesbian affection, he found nothing but 
alienation and confusion; a belief in gender as construct didn’t make 
“woman” feel less false when applied to him. No amount of butchness 
made “sapphic” feel like his welcome truth.

Only through questioning his gender and discovering his transness 
did Cai find the path to questioning his orientation and discovering his 
aromanticism.
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He thought Lenora understood his halting explanations. He believed 
they ended the relationship as peaceably as a heterosexual aromantic and 
a lesbian alloromantic can. He never imagined that accepting himself 
as a man who likes to sleep with women but doesn’t wish to date them 
would result in a bitter story stripped of language and context.

(Does he use his aromanticism to justify predatory behaviour? Has he 
become nothing more than a heterosexual man preying on women—a 
man who uses his transness to deny his misogyny?)

He only stops reading when his phone slips from his shaking hands. 
What to do? What? Beg Sarah to stop writing about him? Pretend to 
want to date her? Explain that he’s never romanced a woman for sex? 
Provide an impromptu lesson on amatonormativity, sex negativity and 
the precarious position aromantic heterosexuals occupy within the 
wider queer community? Just ask her why?

Have Sarah’s posts already circulated beyond her network of friends?
He wants to cry, rage, scream.
Nobody ever asked Cai, before sex, if their developing feelings for 

him may present a problem. Should he start asking, alongside the usual 
queries on safety, consent and preferences, about the likelihood of his 
partners later complaining about the sex into which they willingly 
entered because … what? Because he’s passed the acceptable number 
of casual partners? Because Lenora feels betrayed by his not being an 
alloromantic cis woman?

Yes, he has ghosted some women after they kept pressing for a serious 
relationship. Yes, he can learn to better explain his lack of interest in 
non-casual sexual relationships. Yes, he should focus his attention on 
the women he knows aren’t after anything serious instead of accepting 
a friendly stranger’s invitation.

(Even when she says nothing about her expectation to date … or 
her online denigration of both his sexual history and his experiences as 
a trans man.)

Will these changes make him less “creepy” without his needing to 
become alloromantic?
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“Did you take my bag?”
Cai turns to face the doorway. Sarah stands before him, dressed in 

last night’s skirt and top, her heels held in one hand. Hard eyes glare at 
him from above flushed cheeks.

“You went through my things?”
Don’t get angry. Cai exhales and glances at the window, morning’s 

light peeking through the shutters. Hours spent sitting and thinking 
offer up no solutions: how does one fight against hatred when already 
cast as the story’s villain?

Male. Heterosexual. Aromantic.
Evil.
He barks a laugh. What option has he but to lean into the role? Realise 

that his years spent making himself acceptable to the queer community 
have gained him nothing but lasting fear? Acknowledge that the only 
way to appease Sarah and all like her is to become something he isn’t—
alloromantic? Question the nature of what determines “moral” and 
“immoral”—because the supposed moral guardians reject his right to 
speak about misogyny as a trans man?

(If many cis men endure less criticism for the same consensual sexual 
behaviours, how does Cai not experience it?)

Did he endure the anguish of coming out only to bow in terror to 
those wielding a second set of erasing strictures?

He’s an aro trans man who likes casual sex. A fuckboy. Justifiably 
angry.

(Isn’t she a queer cis woman who instigates casual sex with known 
fuckboys while justifying this to her friends as “research”?)

“Aren’t you going to say anything—”
Cai drops Sarah’s phone inside her bag, clasps the handles in his 

sweating palm and walks into the tiny, cluttered lounge.
She races after him. “Don’t you walk away from me—”
Breathing heavily, Cai opens the front door and hurls the handbag 

onto the cold, dewy front step.
It lands with a cracking thud; Sarah’s lips part, her face rigid with 

shock. “You fucking creep! If you’ve broken—”
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He steps away from the door, placing Sarah between himself and the 
doorway before walking forwards like a dog nipping at a flock’s heels, 
leaving her with nowhere to go but backwards. “You write me into 
your stories as the antagonist. Why are you surprised when I decide to 
become one?”

His slamming the door in her face must provoke several vicious 
posts.

It also provokes Cai’s satisfaction ... and fear of costly consequences.
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“Where go you, this wet-making morning?”
By the side of the road, a short figure shelters under a gnarled oak’s 

canopy. Light eyes and a freckled face peer out from beneath a pine-
green cloak’s hood; wisps of blond hair cling to round, flushed cheeks. 
A basket of kindling rests beside hir bare feet and grass-stained skirts.

The villagers call hir the Forest Witch.
Nobody ignores hir hail.
Only one road, long and muddy, wends its way through deep 

forest before reaching the distant plains, towns and cities described by 
returning travellers. Most do, bringing home the gifts of strange story 
and stranger sorcery—such trinkets oft accompanied by an outlander 
consort and a babe swelling belly. Some don’t, mourned by the kin they 
left behind—or the kin they fled from.

Only one reason explains your travel given the sopping bundle 
strapped to your back and the winter’s downpour pooling inside your 
boots.

“Onwards,” you say, gesturing south. To speak truth to a witch is to 
court danger, but honesty offers less grievous a hazard than falsehood. 
“Anywhere. I can’t stay.”

Hir eyes rest upon yours in a gaze not yet piercing. “Why?”
Younger sons became the village’s first adventurers, defying ancient 

maxims and the weighty chains cast by forebear-dictated names. Later, 

witch
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daughters took to the road against fathers’ demands in marriage and 
mothers’ expectations in subservience, returning with love-chosen 
husbands from foreign climes. Over the years, yet more rebels put foot 
to path in search of proof against inflexible tradition: men who wished 
to wed other men, women who knew they weren’t men, people who 
scorned at gender too-neatly divided in twain. Over the years, many 
came back, blessed with the certitude that the village will survive their 
forgoing another tired law.

Returned wanderers purchased by their long journeys the knowledge 
needed to demand change.

The sky, thereafter, did not fall.
Why? You wriggle chilled toes, considering. “I may marry whomever 

I please, should they agree. Such freedom bears no shame. Seeking 
pleasure without union … that brings shame upon me and those who 
consort with me.” You search the witch’s shadowed face for proof of your 
gravest fear: this time, the rule is just. This time, you’ll find certitude no 
more than a murderer fleeing the village thinks to find celebration. “I 
don’t know how to be what I’m not.”

This time, you are only a lustful beast retreating from the innocent.
What happens to those too dangerous to return?
“You can’t forgo this … pleasure?” The witch teases out the last word, 

hir tongue darting between wine-crimson lips.
Some view the witch as a woman-like figure in skirts and lace, 

others a beardless youth in waistcoat and breeches. More sight a person 
in work-worn clothes and short hair, a person defying oft-gendered 
trappings. A rare few admit to a moss-dappled being bearing vines 
where locks should grow, an antlered, cloven-hoofed creature born 
from deepest earth.

Those few, in the days following, take to the road.
Perhaps some, great of wit and quick of tongue, can thread words like 

beads so that unspeakable truths lie concealed within honest phrasings, 
but you ponder for too long, the rain carving puddles about your feet.

“Or perhaps,” ze says, laughing, “you wish not to?”
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Hir amused voice, unburdened by your family’s concern, lights 
hope’s fire beneath your skin, and you watch hir like a hunter watches 
a grazing buck. Desiring. “Some suffer more consequences after an 
unwed bedding, and we preach this as vulnerability, dishonour. Why 
don’t we work to better mitigate these problems? Why must indulging 
desire cause unfairly-distributed shame? Don’t our rules only disguise 
our unwillingness to support others?” You hesitate before voicing, to 
the witch and to the world, a long-carried, frustration-heavy truth: “I 
shouldn’t have to agree to keep house to earn my pleasure!”

The rules promise safety should you abide by them, but mortal 
cruelty prowls the village’s homes regardless—this failure ever resulting 
from one’s imperfect obedience, not the community’s imperfect reason.

If understanding this makes you monstrous, retreating beast you 
must be.

The witch raises a hand to hir cloak, tugging at its pin. “The tragedy 
isn’t that you walk this path, but that those who have returned forget 
their truths apply to other rules—law after shrouding law. What 
kindness lies in breaking one whilst cleaving, unquestioned, to others?” 
Slowly, ze pushes back hir hood. “Take, gladly, to the road, for why 
remain cursed by what is when you see clearly what can be?”

You see rough-cropped blond hair forming a halo about hir crown 
… and you see many-tined antlers, like the oak’s twisted boughs, taking 
root from an ankle-length mane of vines. Plum-coloured fruits, heavy 
and glistening, nestle amongst flat, broad leaves. A green shadow, like 
fresh-sprouting shoots piercing tilled earth, blankets hir jaw. 

Delicate hooves trimmed with grey feather leave no print on 
waterlogged soil.

“Will you idle with me? You needn’t fear illness, violation, marriage 
or child. I swear to pass no limits.” Ze pauses; your heart quickens in 
frantic, terrible want. “Fear only that you may not leave, thereafter, as 
whom you are now.”

With a wry smile, the witch lets the cloak fall and hir skirts vanish.
Raindrops trickle down hir breasts to moisten a rounded belly above 

calves clad in sleek, spotted-grey hide. Verdant moss thatches hir groin. 
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A swollen plum, disturbed by the cloak, falls from hir mane, breaking 
open against shoulder and chest; scarlet pulp smears hir mushroom-
toned skin, the juice defying the should-be-cleansing downpour.

Human shame cannot lie upon a witch-god … or hir chosen partners 
in pleasure.

You step forwards, yearning to grasp the plum, inhale its fermenting 
sweetness—perhaps raise it to your thirsting lips. “Nobody awakens as 
the person they were yesterday.”

“Yes.” The witch tosses another ripe-to-bursting plum to you, 
beckoning with hir other hand. “Come and taste of all my fruits.”

You catch it, you taste it … and you come.
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hunter
When her grey gelding slows to a plodding walk, Prue brushes 
dust from her britches and navy-trimmed-with-lavender coat. Still 
ahorse, she removes her cap, feeling about her crown for loose pins 
and wayward curls. The Citadel’s colours don’t require accompanying 
tidiness to receive respect, but even fourteen years’ adulthood can’t 
lessen her childish need to perform neatness.

Sorcerers live by their Nine Laws.
A greater number, albeit unspoken, constrains their wives and 

daughters.
The thinning trees reveal a slab-shingled cottage and lean-to, plots 

for herbs and vegetables, a slip-rail yard, outhouse and well. Beans, 
thick with white flowers, climb trellises abutting east-facing walls; a 
vine, leaden with purple fruits, blankets the lean-to. Brown hens 
wander, pecking and clucking, beneath a washing line. An insect-borne 
hum—bees, perhaps?—suffuses the clearing and a gentle breeze teases 
Prue’s hair. Can one here idle away the sweltering summer afternoons, 
sheltered by leaf ’s shadow and soothed by loam’s scent?

Nothing here recalls the Citadel’s brutal walls of glass and stone.
“Hello?” A figure rises from behind several zucchini plants, the stems 

of primordial-sized spinach leaves clasped in one hand. A straw hat 
shrouds a large-eared, heavily-freckled face, a shock of blond hair falling 
over one eye. An untucked olive shirt, sleeves rolled to the elbow, sits 
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beneath an unbuttoned waistcoat and atop muddy-kneed trousers—all 
three garments cut to emphasise the pillowy, dimpled curves of thigh, 
belly and chest. Bare toes, their nails in need of cutting, sink into the 
damp soil. “What are you wanting?”

Ze fits the villagers’ descriptions … and Prue’s fantasies.
Even if the attraction in no small part concerns the garden.
“Are you the witch?”
“That word suits as well as many.” Ze emerges from the zucchini 

with a basket of spinach, squash and tomatoes, hir lips pursed and 
brow furrowed. “What are you wanting?”

Hir slow cadence and husky growl send an unexpected shiver down 
Prue’s spine. She replaces her cap and straightens her back. “I’m Sci—
Prudence Revered. Prue. Just Prue.” She swallows. “Ah … by the 
Citadel’s writ, I conduct a census of the Ring’s witches.”

Old titles still come too readily to tongue, even though barren 
daughters returned to blood-families by marriage-families are granted 
the same honours as curseborn sons: none.

“About what is this…” The witch sets down the basket before folding 
hir muscled arms, hir unwavering gaze as hard as hir words. “Census?”

Her cheeks smouldering, Prue draws her notebook and pencil 
from oversized pockets. “Are … are you Luck Vaunted, the Sorcerer 
Potentate’s missing twin? I must bid all witches to answer: yes or no.”

Ze blinks. “No.”
“Ex—excellent.” Prue notes this in near-illegible writing, scant 

record made lest she happen upon an obstreperous sorcerer or official 
questioning her drawing of pay: Fern Hill witch isn’t sister. She dates and 
signs the page before returning both items to her coat pocket. “Thank 
you. For your time. Sorry.”

“One question? You ask nothing more?”
Some witches forgo inquiry, perhaps relieved to avoid further hassle; 

Prue leaves thereafter, heading for the closest settlement after the tale 
that will direct her in the search for another. Some voice the obvious, 
provoking conversation; often, these witches become more than a 
scrawled name or once-visited destination. More, too, than the curse 
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of bewildering intimacies needed by suitors or her once-husband—as 
the Citadel expects even of women not sorcerer-sired.

“You say that you aren’t the missing sister. I recorded this.” Prue 
shrugs. “What more shall I do?”

The witch crooks hir head. Tan freckles run down hir neck, vanishing 
beneath hir floppy collar. “I can think of askings and doings that officials 
may, should make. Are you wishing to truly carry out your duty?”

Prue breaks into her broadest smile, hoping that the villagers’ 
warnings lie in truth more than the scorn oft directed at witches. 
Oft directed at women like Prue—at anyone who defies expectations 
spoken and unspoken in pursuit of the unconventional. “I gladly travel 
the Ring,” she says, meaning every word. “I gladly see new places, 
meet new people, share a hearth or bed with new-made friends—and 
old ones.” She considers winking before deciding that this pleasingly-
straightforward witch won’t appreciate suggestiveness. “I revere this 
hunt, this office, this duty ... and I trust in your honesty.”

She could have remained at home, given to her brothers’ daughters 
as companion, chaperone or governess. She could have lingered on her 
family’s fringes, embodying the isolation awaiting the powerless and 
undesirable. The Sorcerer Potentate’s widening search for his runaway 
twin, however, gave Prue an unlooked-for chance to escape the Citadel’s 
cruel pity … and never has she looked back. Armed with horse, purse 
and uniform, she discovered masculinity an optional attribute in her 
lovers and femininity an equally-pleasing one. She discovered the want 
to amass partners of any gender, cherishing their differences with a 
librarian’s lust to own numerous books. She discovered the road.

Only then did Prue know herself as destined to wither inside stone 
and melt beneath glass, and few appreciate such rebellion more than a 
witch.

How better to meet like-minded companions than to obey the 
Citadel’s writ?

“I see.” The witch lowers hir chin, a crooked smile creasing hir cheeks 
… and is it just Prue’s hope that the shift in posture better displays hir 
hips and chest? “You see with unwonted clarity.”
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“I learnt my truths from the mutinous.” Prue looks up at the cloudless 
sky, the sun approaching its zenith, before glancing back to the witch. 
“Given the late hour and abominable weather, may I tonight shelter at 
your hearth? I’ll warm your bed for any care you offer. Gladly.”

Romance’s bemusing intricacies and divisions never served her.
Now she casts them aside, pursuing only what does.
“You can help me wipe dishes and shell peas.” The witch grasps the 

basket before gesturing Prue down from her horse. “After, we shall see 
… but I do share my bed with old lovers.” Ze chuckles. “And, betimes, 
new ones.”
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